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Notice regarding Bitcoin payment service for BIC CAMERA
bitFlyer, Inc., Japan's largest* Bitcoin and Blockchain company (Headquarters: Minatoku, Tokyo; CEO: Yuzo Kano; hereafter "this company") would like to notify you that it
will begin providing BIC CAMERA, Inc. (HQ: Toshima-ku, Tokyo; CEO: Hiroyuki
Miyajima; hereafter "BIC CAMERA") with payment services using the virtual currency
Bitcoin starting Friday, April 7th, 2017.

BIC CAMERA offers the widest variety of payment options in the electronics retail
industry, including payment using Suica electronic money. In anticipation of the spread
of Bitcoin throughout Japan after the enforcement of the recently revised Act on
Settlement of Funds, as well as the use of Bitcoin settlement by tourists from abroad,
BIC CAMERA has decided to conduct a trial of this company's Bitcoin settlement
service.

*This company has the largest monthly Bitcoin transaction volume, the largest number of
customers, and the largest amount of capital in Japan (As of the end of February 2017.
Investigations by Seed Planning, Inc. [Share investigation of the Bitcoin transaction volume
of virtual currency exchanges, February 2017] and this company).

Summary of Bitcoin payment services for BIC CAMERA
Start date: Friday, April 7th, 2017
Target stores: BIC CAMERA Yurakucho Store, BICQLO BIC CAMERA Shinjuku East
Store
Payment limit: Bitcoin equivalent of ¥100,000 per payment
BIC Point distribution rate: The same rate as for cash
About the "BIC CAMERA x bitFlyer Payment Service Double Promotion"
To celebrate the beginning of bitFlyer's payment service at BIC CAMERA bitFlyer is
holding a double promotion.

The first 200 customers to use "bitFlyer Wallet" for iOS to make payments in Bitcoin at
the BIC CAMERA Yurakucho Store or the BICQLO BIC CAMERA Shinjuku East Store
during the campaign period will receive the equivalent of ¥500 in Bitcoin. Also, of
customers who register for easy in-store payments with "bitWire SHOP 2.1" during the
campaign period, 200 names will be drawn to receive the equivalent of ¥500 in Bitcoin.
Promotion period
Friday, April 7, 2017 10:00 AM to Wednesday, April 19 11:59 PM

About the bitFlyer Wallet iOS app
This iOS app allows you to easily and safely use bitFlyer,
Japan's largest1 Bitcoin exchange platform, to send, receive,
purchase, make transactions with, and save Bitcoin. Go to
the app download page here, or scan the QR code on the
right. Please use this app.

About BIC CAMERA
BIC CAMERA is a home appliance retailer with large stores in good locations in front of
stations, mainly in the Tokyo metropolitan area. With the second highest sales in the
industry, it also has subsidiaries such as the roadside store company Kojima, the
computer support business Sofmap, and Nippon BS Broadcasting, which manages one of
BS channels. It is also committed to omnichannel retail, and manages the online
shopping website BIC CAMERA .com.

About bitFlyer
bitFlyer is the largest Bitcoin and blockchain company in Japan, receiving venture
capital from companies such as SMBC Venture Capital, Dai-ichi Life Insurance, Mizuho
Capital, Mitsubishi UFJ Capital, Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Venture Capital, Recruit,
GMO Venture Partners, QUICK, Dentsu Digital Holdings, Venture Labo Investment,
and SBI Investment. They are working on innovations through the development of
Bitcoin and blockchain technologies in the fintech industry and operate bitFlyer, a
comprehensive Bitcoin platform that provides a Bitcoin market and exchange, Bitcoin
payment services, Bitcoin advertising services, and more. They are also involved in the
research and development of new services that utilize blockchain technology as well as
blockchain inspection and analysis.
Company introduction video: https://youtu.be/9FZn5XwQKLY
Company-developed blockchain technology “miyabi” introduction video:
https://youtu.be/SxHZI08yhZ0
Corporate site: https://bitflyer.jp/
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